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galleries do not detain him, for art, to him, is the servant
of life, and exists only in so far as it enhances the charm
of living.
This absence in him of introspective scruples coupled
with the physical glamour and audacity of the man doubtless
explain why recriminations never followed his encounters
with women. He treated them all alike, and they all liked
him. For this we have the evidence not only of the Memoirs
themselves, which might be open to suspicion, but of the
letters of the women, and the undeniable fact that he main-
tained the friendliest relations with so many of them after
he had accomplished his purpose with them. He was not a
libertine but a skilled lover. To quote Havelock Ellis again:
"He sought his pleasure in the pleasure, and not in the
complaisance, of the women he loved, and they seemed to
have gratefully and tenderly recognized his skill in the art
of love-making. Casanova loved many women, but broke
few hearts. . . . That he knew himself well enough never
to take either wife or mistress must be counted as a virtue,
such as it was, in this incomparable lover of so many women,
A man of finer moral fiber could scarcely have loved so
many women j a man of coarser fiber could never have left
so many women happy."
"My story," said Casanova, "is that of a bachelor whose
chief business in life was to cultivate the pleasures of the
senses," and he added his belief that people would be "curi-
ous to sec what happened to a man who surrendered to his
nature and whose great system consisted in not having any,"
Amongst his papers in the library at Dux many fragments
were found in which he essayed to expound his philosophy
of life and to justify his Memoirs. It is evident that, while
he wrote primarily for his own amusement, he realized that
his life offered a. spectacle of universal interest and that it
must be judged for what it was rather than what conven-
tional morality would expect it to be, He quite frankly ad-
mitted and hoped that his delight in his own sins of the flesh
would be shared by his readers. "People will say that 0

